
Inform Direct

Based in Ipswich, Inform Direct is a creator of award-winning company secretarial
software which helps both business owners and accountancy practices to meet statutory
obligations for limited companies. 

  

The software currently supports compliance for more than 350,000 companies throughout the
UK and is regularly reviewed and updated to meet emerging requirements.

  

For business owners

  

If you are an entrepreneur or director, Inform Direct makes it easy for you to manage statutory
company records, including Companies House filings and updates.

  

This means you no longer need to manually maintain paper records or struggle with complex,
outdated software which gives you more time to focus on running your business.

  

For accountants

  

Our software’s streamlined features, targeted help and clever automation mean you can offer
your clients professional company secretarial services.

  

Unique and time-saving features and shortcuts means you can deliver company secretarial
actions much faster than with any other system, helping to reduce errors and increase
productivity.
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Why compliance matters

  

There are five key reasons why it is important to fulfil your own or yourclients’ company
secretarial responsibilities.

  

Firstly, the Companies House Register provides online accessible data available to view by
anyone – including every filing – with an estimated three million visits per month.

  

Secondly, information from the public record is used by banks and other lenders,  potential
suppliers and customers, shareholders and investors.

  

Thirdly, not filing certain documents is a criminal offence, for which directors can be personally
convicted in the criminal courts and individuals can be disqualified as directors.

  

Fourthly, failure to submit the annual confirmation statement, accounts or notification of a
change of registered office to Companies House can each lead to the start of a compulsory
strike-off procedure.

  

Finally, remedial action when something goes wrong can be both time-consuming and costly.

  

Support all the way

  

Whether you are a business owner or an accountant, Inform Direct’s expert team are available
to help you start out and get the best from the software.
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Henry Catchpole, CEO of Inform Direct says: “We know from talking to clients that they can be
concerned about getting started with a new system but are surprised at how easy it turns out to
be. For us customer support is an essential part of what we offer and our team of 21 specialists
are there to help.“

  

  

What our business owner clients are saying about us:

  

‘Provides us with an invaluable tool as we scale up the business’

  

Steve Thompson, Strategy Director & Advisor, Zapnito Ltd

  

‘Service is excellent - responsive and knowledgeable’

  

David McKay of one.network

  

  

  

  

What our accountancy clients are saying about us:
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‘Since we integrated Inform Direct into our workflow, we have seen significant improvements –
between 7-10% greater efficiency within our team’

  

Phool Ashraf, Gains Accountants

  

‘I always think the after-sales service is a key barometer of a good company and with Inform
Direct this is consistently excellent’

  

Rachel Jones, Devonports

  

  

https://www.informdirect.co.uk
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